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In a divorce, this will lead to many and complicated legal consequences, be it regarding child custody are still minderjarig, legacy, property division and so on, but in this thesis, the writer focuses more on the child custody which is still minderjarig, minderjarig itself is children who are still very young or underage, because children are the future of the nation.

Based on the issues concerning the results of a divorce that the custody rights of a child remained in the hand of the father, thus issues in this research may be formulated as such: 1) How do community leaders in Puloniti village of Bansal district in Mojokerto regency regarding parenting of underage children when fostered by the father ?, 2) How ex-husband's parenting on children under age in a post-divorce condition?

In this research the researcher analyzed data obtained by qualitative descriptive, namely an analysis describing conditions or status of the phenomenon by words or sentences. Then divided in accordance to the categories to get conclusions. Thus, in this research data obtained in the field, either obtained through interview or documentation method pictured or delivered in words or sentences, not in numbers as in statistical research, and divided and categorized accordingly to the research’s problems.

Results of the research obtained from the community leaders residing in Puloniti Village of Bangsal District of Mojokerto Regency are, in this case, do not really take into account who ever takes care of the child and educate the child because basically good or bad outcomes of the child’s growth are not caused entirely by the parents. A lot of issues and results are positively or negatively caused by mental factors residing in the child because losing a motherhood parenting in its life although the concerned child has the chance to meet the mother occasionally and this causes some children to be quieter and cold-hearted person. Some of them are due to the lack of parental supervision who has become a weakness of the father who are busy with his work. But of all that, positive impact that can be obtained is that a child will be no more spoiled if taught a sense of discipline and responsibility as well as the provision of a powerful religion in order not to fall into free association.